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A Book Review by Janice McClelland

In the Shade – Friendship, Loss and the Bruce Trail by Marg Heidebrecht
Marg Heidebrecht is dealing with a difficult subject, the
loss of her dear friend of over 30 years to cancer.
However she shares her story with honesty, grace and
a creative force that is energized, as she tells us, by the
Escarpment, like a hand resting lightly on her back.
Marg and her long-time friend, Pam, hiked the entire
Bruce Trail together over a period of four years. Two
and a half years after completing their end-to-end,
Pam died in March 2018. It is a sobering story.
Marg summarizes their four year hiking experience “…let’s call this what it is. A gift.”
Marg is a thoughtful woman with heart – someone who
enjoys conversation and ideas. A quote from her book –
“Now when restlessness, fatigue or grief place me in the
shade, I remind myself it’s a place for contemplation, for
renewal and essential for stepping back and gathering
strength to step back in again. I remember that modest
light seeps into even the most shaded corners of the garden, if not today then in another season when current
obstacles will disperse under a moderated angle of the
sun.”
Marg speaks about “shinrin-yoku” which describes the
profound, positive effect that spending time in nature
has on mood, energy and well-being. No doubt many of
you have noticed the same thing as you hike along the
Bruce Trail.

Marg (left) with Pam at the Queenston Cairn

Marg is scientifically on track here. Scientific studies show that the simple act of walking shows immediate decreases in tension and anxiety after walking, regardless of how fast or slow the participants walked.
Beyond that, in healthy individuals, a 90 minute walk in a natural setting decreases both self reported rumination and neural activity in the subgenual prefrontal cortex (associated with self-focused behavioural
withdrawal in individuals). Bratman et al.2015.
I’ve described this short book (96 pages) as a sobering story. It is made lighter by Marg’s fine sense of
humour. Tips on hiking or healing – all part of Marg’s story.
Marg, a member of the Iroquoia Bruce Trail Club, lives and writes in Dundas.

Many book clubs have read this book and Marg is available on Zoom for talks. The book is accessible as
an e-book, in paperback or hardback. It’s also found in libraries – including Orangeville, Shelbourne and
Toronto.
(If you go to intheshade2019.blogspot.com, you can check out blog updates and excerpts from her book
and click on Marg’s interesting profile.)
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Caledon Hills End-to-End 2020 Cancelled
We are very sorry to announce that the Caledon Hills "Fall Colours" End-to-End has been
cancelled for this year due to COVID-19 concerns.
We look forward to hosting our 2-day and 3-day events next year
during Thanksgiving Weekend, 2021.
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Introducing Nicola Ross - by Joan Richard

While most of you probably know about Nicola
Ross as the author of the enjoyable series Loops
& Lattes Hiking Guides, I have been happy to know
her as trail captain of the Crowsnest Side Trail in
the Belfountain area. Nicola became the trail captain when the side trail was first opened in 1999,
and has been caring for it ever since. I caught up
with Nicola while she was working on her upcoming guidebook, which will feature the Blue Mountains and Beaver Valley areas, guidebook number
6 in the series.
A proud graduate of the Belfountain Public
School, Nicola grew up just outside the village and
has lived in the area most of her life. Caledon is
so much a part of her that she cannot imagine having a home elsewhere. Nicola says her proudest
moment came when a court decision ensured that
a local right of way remained open to the public.
That experience has taught her to value and diligently protect access to public spaces, such as
historic right of ways, which the Bruce Trail frequently uses throughout the length of the Trail.
Talking with Nicola is a great way to find out about
Caledon. Nicola has turned her interest in exploring the backroads and trails of her home area into
a best-selling series of guides aimed at daytrippers. The near-urban experiences are clearly
written, with helpful, easy to follow directions. As
well, the fun facts and interesting extras can be
appreciated by any hiker, whether fast and furious,
or casual and relaxed. Of course, the pictures are
enticing, and perhaps the best part is good advice
on where to get a bit of refreshment at the end of
the loop, or even at the start. Nicola has coined
the term “après-hiking”.
While busy as a freelance writer and producing more guides, Nicola continues to support the
Bruce Trail as a committed volunteer, advertiser, sponsor and ambassador. The Trail is lucky to
have such people who care deeply. If you’d like to learn more about the guides, they are available online at the Bruce Trail store https://brucetrail.org/store/category/3, and at Nicola’s website:
https://loopsandlattes.ca/
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PLEASE GO GREEN!
IN 2019 THE CLUB SPENT $4870.00 ON PRINTING AND POSTAGE TO MAIL THE
CALEDON COMMENT TO OUR MEMBERS.
THIS REPRESENTS A LARGE DECREASE OF
$1014 SINCE 2018!

THANK YOU VERY MUCH TO EVERYONE WHO
HAS AGREED TO GO GREEN. WE HAVE
REACHED THE POINT WHERE MORE MEMBERS HAVE CHOSEN TO RECEIVE
THE ELECTRONIC VERSION RATHER THAN
THE PRINTED VERSION.
TO RECEIVE YOUR NEWSLETTER BY EMAIL
CONTACT THE EDITOR AT

jeankerins@yahoo.ca

New Online Hike Schedule
All 9 Bruce Trail Clubs run an extensive
program of organized hikes throughout the
year. Now you can browse hike listings from
all of the Clubs in one convenient online
location on the Bruce Trail Conservancy
website, brucetrail.org.
Please familiarize yourself with the new
Covid 19 hiking guidelines. You must
pre-register for all hikes and also complete
an on-line hike waiver form.
View the Hike Schedule Calendar and check
out the guidelines.
New volunteer Bruce Barbeau (left) works with
veteran Norm Randle on some necessary bridge
improvements along the Turnbull Side Trail.
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https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/caledon-hills-bruce-trail-club-and-mustang-drive-in-fundraiser-tickets-113206511724
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Remembering Ross McLean

In the Winter 2018-2019 Caledon Comment, a
tribute to Ross McLean was published. Upon
seeing the article, Ross phoned me (the editor) and said with alarm “that should have
been for my obituary!”. My reply was that it
was important that he have the chance to
read it while he was still able. In my opinion,
there is always a best time for sharing good
thoughts. Sadly, Ross passed away in May of
this year, so it is very fitting that the original
article we published about Ross be reprinted
in this issue. You can find it on Page 10.
Ross made many, many friendships during
his more than forty years of volunteering with
the Bruce Trail organization. Below are some
memories from Walter Brewer, Laurence
Christie, Ron Savage, Dave Moule and Dr.
Philip Gosling.

From Dave Moule, BTC Volunteer Director of Trail Maintenance: Ross was a mentor to me
and to many others in the field of trail maintenance and construction. I first ran into him in
1984, at a work party he had organized near Lion’s Head, to start construction of the trail
out to Lion’s Head point and around Gun Point. Over the next decade, he organized numerous work parties up and down the Peninsula, each making a significant improvement to the
trail. At the time, the Peninsula Club was virtually non-existent. He wrote hand-written letters, in his almost illegible script, and sent them out to everyone by mail (there was no email
then!), selected crew leaders, organized crews, assigned tasks, made sure there were tools
for everyone.
Ross was a great believer in the power of volunteers. His approach was to motivate them,
empower them, support them, and then let them go out and do their job.

From Dr. Philip Gosling, Founder and Honourary President of the Bruce Trail Conservancy:
Ross, as I will always remember him, was a gifted writer, educator and volunteer. I learnt
early in our friendship that he held a passion for protecting the Niagara Escarpment and his
love of the Bruce Trail and hiking with his many friends was always evident in his generous
written work of our history which must be held safe in our archives as a lasting tribute.
Ross was a wonderful friend of the BRUCE TRAIL. I think of him often and remember him
well.
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From Laurence Christie, Caledon Hills Club Volunteer: There are many places on the Bruce
Trail that will bring back pleasant memories of Ross for years to come for many of us who
worked and hiked with him. Ross had the skill of getting many of us involved both in large
and small projects in many parts of the trail both in our own Caledon Club and in projects of
other clubs such as Sydenham and Beaver Valley. Many of us will recall the days of camaraderie on the Bayview Extension in the Sydenham Club and finishing off the day with a great
meal at Ted's Range Road Diner. This is how Ross made trail work enjoyable. Most of us got
to enjoy nature with Ross through our association on the Bruce Trail but there was another
aspect of Ross's interest with the natural world that only a few experienced. A few of us were
fortunate to visit some special places on short canoe trips led by Ross with a small group
from the Sydenham Club.

From Ron Savage: Sydenham Club Volunteer: It isn't easy to write about Ross in one
paragraph. I could write a book about the wonderful experiences we had together. Ross
could be described in many ways, but the most appropriate, in my opinion, would be a
Master Trail Designer and Builder of our beloved trail. He lived and breathed the Bruce Trail.
Ross always wanted to be first on a new property to lay out a potential trail route. The last
time I was with Ross was last fall. He, Beth Gilhespy and I hiked over a new property near
Wiarton. Ross was suffering from his cancer but wanted to get out on the Escarpment one
last time. We looked at a possible route the path could take. Beth and I were blessed to
spend a full day with him. By the end of that day, Ross was tired but delighted to have been
a Master Trail Designer one last time.

From Walter Brewer, President of the Peninsula Club: I always felt Ross was a legend. I met
him at a "get to know the National Park" weekend where he led hikes for newbies and explained the geology of the escarpment and the meaning of having a trail open to the public.
Shortly afterwards he took me for a walk on "his" section of White Bluff and as we looked
over Georgian Bay, he said he could turn over the Trail Captain job to me as he was only
babysitting and he felt it was the most beautiful section of the peninsula. He got another volunteer!
Well that got me started. I then joined a few of his work parties. Ross was a general who acquired volunteers and set out work days with 30 to 50 people starting at various sections on
the soon-to-be new trail. They all completed on time and with so many helpers the work was
never a burden. Sometimes we would end up at Ted's Range Road Diner en masse. Thanking
volunteers and encouraging them to continue helping was his technique.
Ross and Chris Walker traveled the trail, often staying at the properties of BT volunteers.
They carried a scroll of 1:10,000 survey maps and like a Torah, it was carried into the kitchen
and rolled out to the appropriate section. One or both of them usually knew the names of all
the landowners along the optimum route they were studying and that night plans would be
made to talk to some of the people along the route seeking a handshake agreement to cross
their property. Ross advocated for club reps to walk the land they felt was needed and to
know as many of the landowners as possible. This approach has resulted in many great reroutes, like Cape Dundas. Ross will be missed, as will his leadership.
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TRIBUTE TO A WONDERFUL VOLUNTEER—Reprint from Winter 2018 Caledon Comment
For many years Ross McLean has been an active volunteer with the Bruce Trail. Where did this enthusiasm begin? Ross’s grandparents lived in Thornbury at the mouth of the Beaver River. Living in Toronto,
Ross spent the humid summer months at his grandparents’ home where he discovered a land that was
“green and golden”. One of his aunts lived at home and worked a 6-day week at the local hardware store.
Sunday morning she went to church but then at Sunday dinner would ask “who wants to go for a ramble?”
Ross would eagerly join her for the afternoon adventure. That was long before there was a Bruce Trail.
But the aunt knew all the landowners in the Valley, after all, they shopped at the hardware store. Ross
remembers that she would drive in a farm lane and ask for permission to walk in their “back 40”, usually a
wood lot that rose to the Escarpment. Its beauty was contagious, and those experiences never deserted
his memory.
In early adulthood, Ross had taken out a BTA membership, but never became involved. Then, one issue of the Caledon Comment announced that it would be the
last unless a new editor could be found. Ross volunteered and that commitment
to the club has continued for forty years.

Starting in the 1980’s, Ross was Newsletter Editor, BTA Representative, Trail
Director and then President. One of the key achievements at this time was the
building of side trails, most notably in the Hockley Valley. Up until this time, the
Trail had been mainly linear. Side trail networks opened up an alternative for
hikers. For their leadership in this area the Caledon Club received a special
award from Hike Ontario in 1986.
Towards the end of the decade, Ross became the BTA’s Trail Director. This opened up his vision to
achieving the optimum route along the entire Trail. One of the key achievements at this time was the building of the Trail around Gun Point in the Bruce Peninsula. The Caledon Club adopted a section of trail from
Tobermory to Halfway Dump, and each May would host a “Spruce Up The Bruce” weekend, usually organized out of a group camping area at Cyprus Lake.
In 1993, Ross and fellow Caledon Hills club member Ed Doady organized a Peninsula members’ meeting in
Guelph in an attempt to resurrect that club. It was immensely successful, and since then the Peninsula
group has been one of the strongest clubs in the BTC.
This success opened Ross’s eyes to other areas that could benefit from outside help. With his close friend
Chris Walker, volunteers began work on the optimum route in Sydenham, then called the Bayview Extension. At about 70 km, it was the largest reroute in the history of the Bruce Trail and took five years to
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complete. At least once a year, an invitation would go out to Bruce Trail members from Niagara to Tobermory. At times there were about 90 people in action together building new trail.
The next “dream” of Chris and Ross was to join Jack Morgan for the “Upper Beaver Valley extension”, a proposed reroute that circled the valley above Hogg’s Falls. About 31 km in length, it was completed in 2008.
Now named “the Falling Waters Trail” it opened up a beautiful landscape on the optimum route.
One other memorable achievement was the opening of the reroute of Walker’s Woods in Dufferin Hi-land.
Funds had been donated for its purchase in Chris Walker’s memory. When the Trail Director was asked
when the trail on this property would be opened, he answered that he did not have enough volunteers. Ross
stepped in (with the club’s permission) and in six weeks had about 50 volunteers on site to complete the
work. Chris and Ross had been such good friends that the completion of this task was one of Ross’s most
rewarding.
At this time, Ross explained that he would help any club “that asked for assistance”. In the Caledon Club
the Trail Director’s post had become vacant and, facing the enormity of the needs, no one stepped up to volunteer. Ross returned to the role which he had held about 25 years earlier. His terms were very clear: he
would hold the position for only two years but when he retired, he would leave an active corps of volunteers.
That he achieved.
The highlight of this period was the rehabilitation of
the Trail in the Badlands where it had suffered badly
from erosion. It required an enormous volunteer
commitment over the spring and fall seasons. A total of about 300 volunteers were involved, including
125 students from Upper Canada College. For that
work in 2007, the Club won the BTA’s Philip Gosling
Award for its environmental consciousness and also
received recognition from the Credit River Conservation Authority. Ross won the BTA’s Volunteer of
the Year Award. The picture on the left shows Ross
carrying in some supplies during the Badlands trail
rehabilitation project.
In recent years, because of some health problems, Ross has not been as active on the Trail, but he still continues his support. In 2014 he edited A Celebration of 50 years, the history of the Caledon Hills Bruce Trail
Club. Readers of the Caledon Comment frequently see his articles. That is a throw-back to his first volunteer role with the Caledon Hills Club as editor of their newsletter.
Editor’s Note: This is a sampling of Ross’s certificates of recognition.

Continued on Page 12
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Over the years, Ross has received numerous awards. As he says, “it is not the reason I volunteer but it
is nice to be recognized”. Twice he has been named an Honorary (Life) member of the BTA/BTC, the
first in 1997 for his efforts in revitalizing the Peninsula Club, and the second in 2012 for his work with the
Caledon Hills Club. When asked how one could use two life memberships, he responds that “obviously
the BTC believes in reincarnation”. He hopes in his next appearance to be able to use that second membership.
In 2007 a side trail in Sydenham was named after Ross and in 2009, the Caledon Hills Club introduced
the Ross McLean Award for exemplary dedication and commitment to the club over the long term. Ross
received the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Award in 2012. His nomination referred to his “infectious enthusiasm… He has been, and continues to be, a role model for hundreds of volunteers”.
Last year, in the Peninsula, some 230 acres were donated by a landowner to the Bruce Trail Conservancy, and they credited Ross’s friendship with them over the years as a key factor in their donation. In Fall
2016 Ross unexpectedly received an email from the donors: “Because you were our first contact with
the Bruce Trail Association so many years ago…I want you to be the first to know of our thinking. …The
Cape Dundas property is a very special place and we want it to remain so for as long as possible. We
would like to donate this property to the Bruce Trail Association. [It is] a jewel on the Bruce.” Then in
May 2017, the owners emailed Ross again: “Your love of the Bruce Trail and the ecology of the region
was in no small part responsible for our decision to proceed with the donation”. Ross’s role in this donation is the achievement he cherishes most.
Ross will tell you that it has been a great forty years. It has not only been the beauty of the land, it has
also been the volunteer spirit and friendship of the people with whom he has worked. Ross has embodied the true spirit of volunteerism over the past four decades.

Reprint from Winter 2018 Caledon Comment.

The Caledon Hills Bruce Trail Club will be organizing a tree planting at the
Gosling Volunteer Forest in Spring 2021 in memory of Ross McLean.

Ross cutting the ribbon at the
official opening of the Ross
McLean Side Trail in the
Sydenham section of the Bruce
Trail, Spring 2007.
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Introducing Trail Maintenance Quadrant Leader Ron Gray
—by Joan Richard
The Caledon Hills Club's 70 km of main trail and 40+
km of side trail is divided into 4 quadrants, which are
then divided further into multiple sections cared for by
Trail Captains. Quadrant Leaders support the Trail
Captains and assist with advice, physical help and taking final responsibility for everything in their quadrant. When a Quadrant Leader position came open last
summer, it took a bit of arm twisting to convince Ron
Gray that he was the man for the job. Since he’s
agreed, he’s taken it on full throttle.
I first met Ron when he was Trail Captain in Forks of
the Credit Provincial Park. He later moved to a section
south of 7th Line and most recently to Hockley Valley
Provincial Nature Reserve. He likes challenge and variety, which is why Quadrant Leader will be a perfect
fit.

Ron started hiking on the Bruce Trail as a university student and has hiked all sections,
especially Caledon Hills, Blue Mountain and Beaver Valley. He started volunteering shortly
before retiring from full time teaching 15 years ago. Prior to retirement, Ron worked in the
public high school system as a social worker and guidance counsellor, as well as teaching
English. Recently celebrating the birth of his first grandchild, Ron says family has always
been the centerpiece of his life.
An avid reader, Ron is also a keen athlete who loves being outdoors. Happiest when there
is no roof over his head, Ron loves to canoe, cycle and hike whenever possible. He’s also a
golfer, and is dipping into watercolour painting and photography. With his wife, Gini, their
primary vacation activity is hiking, including Marlborough Sound in New Zealand and the
South Coast Trail in Newfoundland.
Ron is now pretty busy meeting the Trail Captains in his quadrant, helping them to understand their role and supporting them in it. Thank you to Ron and to all his Trail Captains for
keeping the beautiful northern quadrant of our trails safe and enjoyable.
Taylor-Made Bed & Breakfast

We Love
Hikers!

Come and enjoy some of the best nature has to offer

Doug and Diana would like to welcome you

Daily fresh produce
Excellent selection of meats
Fresh baked buns and breads
Store-made deli sandwiches and hot table
Only a 4-minute walk south of the Caledon
Trailway on Airport Road in Caledon East

31 Bryon St. Lion’s Head, On.
519-793-4853
1-877-434-9464
taylormade@bb-bruce.com
www.taylormade.bb-bruce.com
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FUN FUNGI FACTS - by Helen Billing
Fall is the perfect time to look around for beautiful fungi when you are hiking. My husband Alan and I hike slowly to enjoy looking around and photographing interesting
things. Fungi have the wonderful advantage that they do not move, making them much
easier to photograph than birds or flowers, but there are thousands of different species
of fungi in Ontario. We are not mycologists by any stretch of the imagination and so I
beg forgiveness in advance for misidentified mushrooms. I have chosen just a few of
the more colourful fungi we have photographed and, if you are receiving a paper copy
of the Caledon Comment, I urge you to “go green” and ask to receive the magazine in
full colour. See Page 16 for instructions.

Some fungi are enormous. Poisonous fly agaric
mushrooms (amanita muscaria) can grow as big
across as dinner plates. They have gills on the
underside like ordinary white store mushrooms
and release light coloured spores.
Note my size 8 hiking boots for comparison.

Giant puffballs can get to
be larger than soccer
balls. Giant puffballs are
edible but as food I found
them rather boring.
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Others are tiny. In this picture
two kinds of small sac fungi
are helping a hardwood log
disintegrate. The purple/pink
ones are ascocoryne and the
tiny yellow ones (less than
0.3cm across) have the lovely
common name of lemon drops
(bisporella citrina). The
spores of sac fungi are produced in the fruit body and, as
one might imagine from the
size of the fruit body, the
spores are measured in thousandths of a centimeter.

Some are very poisonous like the shaggy
mane mushrooms (coprinus comatus) on
the left. As the shaggy mane mushroom
matures, the cap digests itself (as the one
on the right is doing) into a black inky
liquid containing the spores, which visiting
insects transport to other locations.

Others are delicious – like
this morel, if cooked. (But
don’t take my word for it!
Don’t eat any fungi without
excellent knowledge.)
Morels can be found in the
spring.
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Boletes, or sponge mushrooms, are soft
and fleshy and have tubes to distribute
their spores. This ash bolete (gyrodon
meruloides) was quite big—about four
inches across, but had a very short stalk.
Apparently edible.

You can find the common collared
earthstar (geastrum triplex) on the
ground under hardwood trees. It
puffs spores out of the hole you can
see in this photo. We have seen
them in groups with each one being
two to three inches across.

This eyelash fungus (scutellinia
scutella) is quite small (up to one
centimetre). Notice the maple key
to its left. You can find this fungus
on rotten wood; look for the stiff
black hairs around the edge of the
orange fruit body.
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The size of this beautiful orange
jelly fungus (dacrymyces palmatus) can also be compared to
a maple key found in the bottom
left of the photo. This fungus
fruits on conifers.

This bright orange-yellow fanshaped jelly fungus (probably
dacryopinax spathularia) is
even smaller, growing only up
to twenty millimetres tall. As
can be seen, it grows out of
cracks in the wood.

Bracket fungi tend to be large,
growing out from the sides of trees
or stumps. As they last a long
time, with some overwintering, no
doubt you will have seen many
while hiking. But bracket fungi too
can be very colourful. This purpletoothed polypore (trichaptum biforme) is bright green with purple
edges. It is very common and can
be seen growing on deciduous
trees.

More fun fungi facts will be featured in the next edition of the Caledon Comment.
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Comfortable

Hiking Holidays
1 (866) 449-1908
info@letshike.com
www.letshike.com

DREAMING OF
2021
We are optimistic that we can return to
offering you exciting hiking adventures
in 2021!
If you have your heart set on a particular
destination and want to book it
immediately when it becomes available
and safe to do so, ask to be put on our
INTERESTED LIST.
We will notify you as soon as we are ready
to accept reservations for that particular
trip. There is no obligation on your part,
nor does it guarantee your spot(s). We will
still be taking reservations on a first-come,
first-served basis as we always
have. However, it means that you will be
notified right away that we are ready to
begin taking reservations, and then you
can decide if you wish to book or not.
We are working on modified terms &
conditions in the short term to allow for
more flexibility, so that you can confidently
book a holiday.
Dominica * Portugal * Japan * Ireland
Amalfi Coast (Italy) * Corfu (Greece)
Kenya * Provence & Cote d’Azur
Tour du Mont Blanc
Galapagos Islands * Slovenija

The Caledon Hills Bruce Trail Club extends a warm THANK
YOU to The Gorge Cinema for its ongoing support of our
Film Screening Fundraiser in support of the Bruce Trail
Conservancy for the past three years.
Unfortunately, due to Covid-19 restrictions we were unable
to plan an indoor fundraising event this year, but we will
certainly revisit this extraordinarily successful fundraising
venue in 2021.
While the Gorge Cinema is currently closed for in-theatre
movies, a great selection of films are NOW STREAMING!
When the Gorge Cinema reopens for business, we encourage everyone to support this small-town cinema with a flair
for the arts and film.

IN THE
MEANTIME…
We would love to keep you engaged until
we can travel again. Here are 3 easy to
keep in touch that would benefit us both:
1. Follow us on Facebook.
We post daily on topics such as hiking tips
& tricks, travel information, gear reviews,
trip announcements and so much more.
Plus we’re pretty entertaining 😉
2. Please tell your friends about us!
You can even earn travel rewards.
3. If you’ve travelled with us, please
write a review on our Facebook page.
Nothing we like more than satisfied hikers!
Be safe. Be kind. Stay hopeful.
And we look forward to hiking with you all
again soon!

Gorge Cinema
43 Mill Street West, Elora, ON N0B 1S0
Email: gorgecinema@gmail.com
Website: http://www.gorgecinema.ca/

TICO # 50023501
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Getting to know Dave Wiffen, Quadrant Leader

I started hiking the trail in 2008, having
"discovered" it after living in Georgetown since
1993! I read an article about the incredible work
the trail was doing and the Mission and was intrigued that I would know so little about this
treasure so close to me. I planned on doing an
end to end and completed about 700kms. Then
my son wanted to join me, and we have hiked
about 350km (same ones I did on my own).
Last year my sister wanted to hike an end to
end as part of her retirement goals, and we
have hiked 340km (the same ones that I have
done solo, and with Scott and now with
her....). Is there a badge for that?
After realizing I was getting a great deal of enjoyment (and family time) on the trail, I wanted
to help support it in some way. Realizing the
BTC was doing all its work with no government
funding, I knew I should help with more than
just my membership dues! After researching
the volunteer opportunities, I landed on Trail
Captain and was brought on and trained by
Dave Sarginson. When Dave retired, I was
"promoted" to Quadrant Leader! My family is
waiting for a sash to be awarded, and they also
make Star Wars jokes about the title. Deep
down I think they are proud...and both my son
and sister have helped with trail maintenance over the years.
I’ve been married for 27 years to Diane, and we have two wonderful kids, Scott and Courtney, who
are in fourth and second year university, respectively. Scott in Civil Engineering and Courtney
studying kinesiology. I have worked with Starbucks for the last 18 years, currently in a facilities
service manager role covering Southwestern Ontario. My family built a cottage on the Bruce Peninsula in 2012, so that helped complete the Peninsula Club section! My wife still thinks the location was chosen for the lake, but it was actually because it cut down on driving time to get to the
far reaches of the Trail! When not working, cottaging or Trail maintaining, I enjoy travelling and
have spent time in various Canadian locations as well as France, Italy, and Ireland. Generally finding hiking trails and pubs along the way.
Editor’s Note: Volunteers like Dave Wiffen are the essential lifeblood of our organization. Without
volunteers like Dave, there would be no Bruce Trail.
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Save the Date
Thursday, September 17

Drive-In Movie Fundraising Event—Details on Page 7

Sunday, October 4

Bruce Trail Day—Cancelled due to Covid 19

October 10, 11 & 12

Thanksgiving End to End—Cancelled due to Covid 19

Saturday, October 17

BTC AGM—Details to Follow from the BTC

Mono Arts & Graphics Printing is a full service printer
located in Orangeville, Ontario since 1974.
High quality print, creative design, delivery and more!
Monoarts.ca

The Caledon Hills Bruce Trail Club thanks
Mono Arts & Graphics Printing Ltd. for its
exceptional service over many years
printing the Caledon Comment for our
members.

Caledon’s Rolling Hills by Margaret O’Dell

The Bruce Trail Conservancy Mission:
Preserving a ribbon of wilderness, for everyone, forever.
Return undeliverable copies to:
The Bruce Trail Conservancy
P.O. Box 857, Hamilton, ON L8N 3N9

Thank you for receiving the
Caledon Comment electronically.

